
 

The English Patch for the PS Vita game, Katekyo Hitman Reborn Battle Arena. This guide will help you create your own custom patch to import into the game! As long as you have a copy of the game, there's no limit on what you can do!

A patch is an edit of your ROM file that replaces all text with translated text. It does not include any sort of gameplay changes to the actual data/code, so it is perfectly safe. You can easily make a patch by changing one or more files in your original copy of KHRBBA (a "patch" file). This is not a backup copy of the original, because the original will still exist even after you've created a "patch" version
of it.

Here's a list of things you'll need to complete this guide: You can get all of these from [FREESPSP] [Patch] [Katekyo Hitman Reborn Battle Arena English Patch]

If you wish to create a patch for another PSP game, please refer to this guide: [http://forums.ppsspp.org/showthread. php?tid=3724] If you notice a mistake or have any questions, feel free to post them in the comments. 

This section has been moved from the instructions thread to ease navigation with this guide. Please use the instructions thread as a reference for more details on how to use and post images and videos of your patch: [http://forums.ppsspp.org/showthread.php?tid=3725] You can also create a patch for games not listed above by using tools like Mupen64Plus and Yuzu (if you're still interested in doing
this, do check out our Youtube channel prior to posting). 

If you don't know how to use a Patching Utility, you can refer to my previous guide: [http://forums.ppsspp.org/showthread.php?tid=3233] After doing this, copy your custom patch back onto your console and start up KHRBBA (it should load with no issues).

If you know how to do this already, skip ahead to the next section where we'll discuss what edits need to be done and how they should be done (be sure that the game is patched before continuing on with this project). 

If you wish to create a patch for another PSP game, please refer to this guide: [http://forums.ppsspp.org/showthread.php?tid=3724] If you notice a mistake or have any questions, feel free to post them in the comments.

Go into Settings and then save your patch by backing up the original save data in it (you don't need to worry about the data files at this point).

Edit The Configuration Files For Your Game [http://forums.ppsspp.org/showthread.php?tid=3717] [http://forums. ppsspp.org/showthread.
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